New Celebrity Couple? Iggy
Azalea & French Montana Get
Cozy at Vegas Club
By Nicole Caico
Rappers Iggy Azalea and French Montana were spotted partying
together Saturday night into Sunday morning. Are they possibly
a new celebrity couple? Azalea, who recently ended her
celebrity relationship and engagement with basketball player,
Nick Young, was seen leaving with Montana from the Jewel
nightclub at Aria Resort & Casino. According to EOnline.com,
the two celebs “attended Jennifer Lopez’s All I Have residency
show at Caesar’s Palace together” beforehand.

There may be a new celebrity couple
in the works! What are some ways a
one night fling can turn into a
long-term relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
The number of people you know who ended up engaged because of
a one night stand might be a very low number, but that doesn’t
mean a hook-up can’t turn into a relationship! Here are some
ways to turn your one night fling into an every night fling:
1. All about the follow up: Make sure you’ve got a name and a
phone number, and once you, do don’t be afraid to use it. Wait
a day or two, then text or call your one-night-boo. Let her or
he know you had a good time, and make plans to meet up again.

If you don’t contact your hook-up, there is no way a
relationship will form between the two of you.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miranda Kerr Is Engaged to
Snachat CEO Evan Spiegel
2. Make your intentions clear: Ideally this would have been
done before the one-night festivities began, but it’s never
too late to define the hook-up. Let the person know that you
may be looking for something long-term. Who knows? Maybe they
are, too.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Ben Higgins Is
Running for Office in Colorado
3. Play it cool: If you put yourself out there and the person
you hooked up with isn’t responding at all, drop it. Coming on
too strong after a one night fling could freak the other
person out. Give them some time before you get angry.
How did your one night fling
relationship? Comment below!
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